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QUESTIONS to be addressed

In light of strong evidence for a causal role 
of ambient air pollution on health: 

Are any health effects SPECIFIC TO BLACK 
CARBON?

 if a policy would affect BC 
SPECIFICALLY (but not other pollutants), 
what would the related health effects be?



Questions of high interest for EU Policy makers

 EC Task Force on Health has reviewed this question too 
(June 2011)



Toxicological evidence
• Few studies available
• Often higher exposure than in real life (e.g. 100-

350 ug/m3 BC)
• No comparative dose-response studies for BC 

versus PM, EC, OC etc.
• BC (EC) may not be a major directly toxic 

component of fine PM but a universal carrier of 
constituents of varying toxicity

• No evidence that some mechanisms to be 
SPECIFIC to BC



Combustion-Derived and Engineered Nanoparticle Toxicity
15th ETH-Conference on Combustion Generated Nanoparticles 28 June 2011

Slide from Dr. Flemming Cassee

Miller et al Europ Heart J – in press



Editorial in Press – Europ Heart J

Nino Künzli



Epidemiological Evidence of specific role of BC

Metrics used / Nomenclature

• Black carbon - BC
• Black smoke - BS
• Elemental Carbon – EC
• Soot
• Light Absorbance

As compared to 

PM2.5 mass

(… and other metrics like

Redox activity, surface, number etc.



Association between daily concentrations of PM and 
Mortality 

(7 time-series studies summarized by Jansson et al)
All estimates are highly statistically significant

% change per 10 μg/m3 increase
PM10 Black Smoke

All cause mortality 0.48 0.68
Cardiovascular mort 0.60 0.90

CAVEAT: scaled to ambient conditions
(e.g. min-to-max or interquartile range)
BS are NOT larger than PM10 estimates



Association between daily concentrations of PM and 
Hospital Admissions

(6 respiratory and 4 cardiac time-series studies summarized 
by Jansson et al)

BOLD estimates are statistically significant

% change per 10 μg/m3 increase
PM10 Black Smoke

All respiratory, elderly 0.70 -0.06
Asthma+ COPD,elderly 0.86 0.22
Asthma, children 0.69 1.64

Cardiac, all age 0.51 1.07

CAVEAT: scaled to ambient conditions (e.g. min-to-max or 

interquartile range) BS are NOT larger than PM10 estimates !



Appropriate approach to disentangle PM and BC effects: 
TWO-POLLUTANT MODELS !

Only 6 studies available (summary by Janssen et al)
(BOLD = statistically significant)

Some evidence for more stable effects
for BS – at least for cardio outcomes in adults

Example:
PM BC

alone two alone two
Cardiac Death 0.5 -0.2 1.1 1.6
(APHEA – Le Tertre 2002)

BUT NOT ALL 6 STUDIES SEE THE SAME !



BUT – to remember

• Correlation between ambient concentration and 
personal exposure TEND TO BE HIGHER FOR BC-
metrics than for PM2.5

• Indoor/outdoor correlation (infiltration) TEND TO 
BE HIGHER FOR BC-metrics than for PM2.5  
(0.46- 0.84 versus 0.25-0.79)

•  error in „exposure term“ might be some what 
smaller for BC than PM2.5…!



The University of Southern California 
Children’s Health Study

Gaudermann et al, New Engl J Med 2004,  
Lancet 2007, AJRCCM 2002 & 2000,
Kuenzli et al, Am J Pub Health 2004





Long-term 
pollution effects 
on lung function 
growth led to 
significant deficits 
at age 18

Gauderman et al, NEJM 
2004
USC Children’s Health Study

PM2.5-EC –
correlation: 0.91



… AND – to remember

• Many long-term mean concentrations 
of various pollutants are spatially 
correlated

• These correlations differ across 
regions and depend on spatial scale…



Cross-European correlations of annual mean concentrations of 
PM2.5 mass, PM Absorbance, redox potential, and various 

constituents on PM
Künzli et al, EHP 2006 (ECRHS Study)



Home outdoor traffic-related pollution at birth is associated 
with the new onset of childhood asthma during the first 8 
years of life (Dutch children)
Gehring et al, AJRCCM 2010

NO2
PM2.5
Soot / 
diesel



Lung cancer is associated with the home outdoor levels of 
traffic-related NOx – a possible marker for fine and ultrafine 
particles (loaded with carcinogens  - e.g. from Diesel particles)
27 year follow-up study of Norwegian men –
(Nafstad et al, Thorax, 2003)



From Künzli, Perez, Rapp – Air Quality and Health, 2010  
Free pdf online in English, Italian and other languages

www.ersnet.org/index.php/publications/air-quality-and-health.html

All –cause mortality
Cardio-pulmonary deaths

European Cohort Studies: associations with 
mortality are similar for PM, NO2 and other markers 
of combustion related pollution…



CONCLUSIONS



CONCLUSION 1

• Health impact of a policy or scenario that changes „Black 
Carbon“ alone without affecting PM10, PM2.5 nor „Particle 
Number“: very hard to estimate, if any

• A policy or scenario that affects the MASS OF BC more strongly 
than the MASS of PM10 or PM2.5 would have stronger impact 
on health

BUT: are such policies or scenarios realistic, under 
any plausible technological, urban planning or 
climate change assumptions… ?

 If correlations between PM and BC remain 
approximately the same as in the current „world 
of combustion“: evidence is rather limited to 
prioritize health relevance of BC versus other 
combustion-related PM‘s, constituents, and 
markers of pollution



Black carbon, black smoke, elemental carbon, 
absorbance…

• Are very important markers of combustion related pollution 
that clearly affects health

• Are important markers of a carrier of toxicants brought to 
the respiratory track, the alveoli, the organs

• Relate to mechanisms and health effects that may not 
necessarily be the same than those due to PM10, PM2.5., or 
other particulate-related effects

 BC is a candidate – albeit not the only one - for clean 
air regulations IN ADDITION TO THE EXISTING PM-
standards to protect public health

CONCLUSION 2
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